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already begin to slacken off, New York city being as civilized
as Provence itself although the climate makes people bustle
more than is altogether agreeable. And New Jersey is nice
in a rather careless, rough-and-tumble way, exhibiting itself
in the fact that you can't go along its roads anywhere for a
quarter of a mile without finding yourself being offered
country honey, authentic eggs, good-looking apples, home-
made, bright dolls. That is nice and companionable and
shows you that this State is really full of Small Producers.
So that possibly my suddenly finding myself liking the
sterner manifestations of virtue in these parages may be
merely super-induced by a subconscious, unawares deter-
mination to like everything—almost everything—that is an
expression of this Cinderella State that lives between New
York City and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. , . . But I bet
that nothing will ever make me remotely flinch in my hatred
for both Philadelphia and Pennsylvania. For Pennsylvania,
beneath a surface softness and gentility which resembles
nothing so much as the intense snobbishness of the county of
Devon in England—for, bless my soul, I have known quite
charming people who have been socially blighted and per-
sonally depressed by not being "called upon" in suburbs of
Philadelphia and Pittsburg—suburbs with names like
Wivelscombe and Porlock and with atmospheres resembling
that of Exeter Cathedral Close ... so that what was the
war for? . . . No, not that war, the War of Independence.
. . . Nevertheless beneath that surface softness—the verb
is coming now—Pennsylvania conceals a corundum hard-
ness that lets her—no, not boast—genteely introduce to your
notice the fact that, to-day, in spite of Crisis and everything
she still manufactures a fifth of the world's supply of this
commodity. She is fourth among the States for that one,
produces more million tons of something else than all the
rest of the world put together, owns the Liberty Bell, has
reafforested seven hundred and twenty-two million acres,
or something like that, and last year killed in those acres
six hundred and seventy-two thousand nine hundred and
six unfortunate English pheasants. . . . Though from the
size of the collar of the specimen photographed to illustrate

